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Aeration
ConSpare supply a comprehensive range of aeration equipment site proven to solve flow problems associated with
handling bulk powders and granular materials.
With such a diverse range of alternative aeration techniques at our disposal we are able to solve bridging, ratholing
and compacting problems when handling virtually any dry bulk material. To take advantage of our free design service please send details of your application and we will forward our recommendations by return.

Aeration Fluidiser
Extremely effective in difficult applications
Combination of directional air flow and vibration
Unique silicone disc with patented lip seal
Long life, virtually maintenance free
External mounting assembly available

Evasser Flo Pad
Highly effective dual direction air sweep
Ideal for large silos
8 way multiple distribution Flo Pad available
Simple installation with external mounting plate
Flexible operation with variable air pressure

Aerator
Simple, reliable operation
Low cost solution to powder flow problems
Easy installation from outside the silo
Supply includes weldable socket
Compact 55mm diameter
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Heavy Duty Aeration Pad
Heavy duty construction with integral stiffeners
Cotton diffuser with protective mesh gauze
Highly effective uniform air distribution
Can be installed and maintained from outside the silo
Connection 5/16” Enots

Aeration Pad
Very competitive price
Effective air distribution
Robust housing
Connection 1/4” GAS
Supplied complete with 1/4” - 3/4” GAS adaptor

Aeration Disc
1/2” dia. x 1/8” thick sintered bronze disc
Low cost
Simple installation from outside the silo
Easy to maintain
Connection 5/16” Enots

Dry Air Compressor
Oil and moisture free
Generate high volumes of low pressure air
Ideal for aeration systems
Simple to maintain
Spare parts from stock
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